
 
   
 
 

Parent/Guardian Consent and Acknowledgment of Risk for Local 
Low Risk Off-Site Activities 

This form is appropriate for local (e.g., in or near city/town) outings of a comparatively 

low risk nature, but that are of the sort that parents/guardians should be given specific 

information (e.g., what group is going where and when to do what) and should provide 

specific informed consent. For example, it should be used if the outing involves 

transporting students by bus or other vehicle, the outing is longer than just a class period, 

the activity(ies) have specific inherent risks parents/guardians should be made aware of 

and consider. Examples might include a bus trip to the museum for Social Studies, the 

school band traveling to a local music festival to perform, or the school’s cross country 

running club’s scheduled practices and race events. Consider what parents/guardians 

need to know so they can provide informed consent. 

Potential Known Risks:  A list(s) of activity-specific inherent risks may be found in 

Safety First! along with guidelines for managing these risks. For convenience, copies of 

these risks lists have been provided in modifiable form in the full Forms File. Highlight 

and copy the one(s) needed, paste into the section called Potential Known Risks on the 

form and edit as relevant to the particular outing. Not every risk noted on the list is 

necessarily relevant to every situation, so add, delete or modify the list as appropriate. 

If working with a service provider, secure a list of potential known risks from them and 

add relevant ones that are unique to the outing. 

Using this form also assumes that the health-related information that has been collected at 

the beginning of the school year is sufficient and there is no need to secure additional 

information regarding the students’ health and medical status or emergency contacts. 

Note: Supervision Arrangements refers to providing parents/guardians with a brief 

description of the key methods that will be used to supervise the students.  It includes 

addressing questions like supervision ratio; whether the students will be kept in one large 

group or working in smaller groups; use of head counts, a buddy system, lead/sweep 

system; other points unique to the activity and/or environment. With older students 

and/or activities that involve independent movement and in-the-area supervision, it may 

be appropriate to clarify on the form that this ‘includes time when the student will not be 

in sight of a supervisor’. 

Also, please note that additional space is available at the bottom of the form for the 

school to insert a request for parents/guardians to volunteer on the outing, etc. 
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 PARENT/GUARDIAN CONSENT AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RISK  
  FOR LOCAL LOW RISK OFF-SITE ACTIVITIES 
 

Personal information contained on this form is collected under the authority of the School Act for the purpose of participating in 
school trips. If you have any questions about this form, please contact your school administrator. 
 

 

   

 




